Michael Cavanagh (CV Summary)
Information Technology
Education
1998

Advanced Diploma of Engineering Computer Systems
South Bank Institute of TAFE (Queensland, Australia)

2001

Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (Windows NT)

2002

Acer Certified Technician (Desktop, Server, Laptop)

2004

Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer (Windows 2000)

Employment (Brief Summary)
1998 – 2001

BES IT Systems (Queensland, Australia)
I held various roles at this company, starting with desktop support ending in
Network Support, Installation and Training, I specialized in server network support for medium to
large networks and trained new system administrators how to operate and manage the new
networks that I installed. I was self managed but reported back to the company two to three times a
week.

2004- 2005

Qtech Business Systems (Queensland, Australia)
I worked as a PC Consultant for this company for just over a year, my role at here was to maintain
and support our contract holder’s networks which ranged in basic desktop support to complex
server upgrades. I was on 24hr emergency response in this position to ensure our contracts were
up and running at all times.

2005-2007

Other (Various)
I have worked numerous contracts in various positions ranging from IT Helpdesk to network
support, including a software rollout contract in London.

Film and Television
Education
2004

Queensland school of film and Television (1 year full time)
Sound field and studio,
Camera Operation film and video
Lighting for Film and Television

2007

Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (1 year full time)

Certificate III in Audio Visual technology (not yet complete)
This is a very hands on technical course, some of the more relevant subjects I have completed
include;
-

Coordinate Technical Operations

Operate Sound Mixing Console
Create, Manipulate & Incorporate 2D Graphics
Install, Align & Test Sound Equipment
Repair AV Equipment, Test & Modify AV Equipment
Prepare, Install & Monitor Lighting Equipment
Operate and coordinate in a Multicamera Environment

Experience
2004-2006

Eco –TV Co-Producer/Director and Technical Support : This project was a self
funded initiative to document all the political groups around Australia, each year we
produced several short films that where played to a live audience in a variety show
format. This event was filmed and used to produced the DVD which was released free
of charge around Australia.

2005

Video Voice Mentor: I worked on two Youth projects designed to inspire and teach
young children from marginalized backgrounds to use Video as an expression we held
week long workshops and taught the basics of camera operation and editing.

2005

Bridges for the ages assistant editor and operator: this was a government funded
project aimed at bridging the gap between old and young using vide as a catalyst. As
well as camera and sound operation I got to work alongside an established editor who
was previously the editor for the Jimi Hendrix foundation.

2006

Music Video: Directed Shot edited: The Narcotics it was shot on Super 8 film in
Brisbane Australia. (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n8hH0AbDhns)

2006

Boom Microphone operator for a comedy series called Our Melbourne, screened on
public access television channel 31.

2007

Music Video: Directed Shot edited: Dead Riot, the video was shot on green screen
and included 2D animations.

